
Coyle Community Club 
Spring Membership Meeting  

April 8, 2018  

Board Members attending: President - Karen Gale, Vice President - John McClane, Secretary - 
John Bell, Directors - Carol Robinson, Doug Eggert, Tim McKee  
Committee Chairs attending: Roland Faragher-Horwell  
Not present: Treasurer - Ted Hadley, Robert Bautista 

Members present: The meeting roster recorded 25 current members present (including the 
members mentioned above) which is more than sufficient for a quorum. 

Karen began the presentation shortly after 1:00 PM.  She mentioned that a link to the 
presentation material would be made available to all members at a later time.
(Should we add that link to these minutes?)

Karen started off by welcoming everyone attending.  Special recognition was made to the long-
standing members (several in attendance have been members for 29 years).  The point was 
made that members can make a very positive impact to this community.

Dates to save were mentioned:
  Dock work parties on June 2nd and September 1st, both from 9 to noon with lunch to follow
  July 4th Party at LBJ Community Center (Volunteer Opportunities Available!)

Audit Committee Report:  The report from the committee (Gary Elmer and H.R. Bohman) was 
read by Karen.  Book-keeping records of income and expenses were found to be complete with 
no discrepancies from bank records and with all expenses being within the 2017 approved 
budget.  Ted has filed the 2017 IRS 990 form.  Wendy was recognized for her outstanding job 
last year as treasurer. 

Proposed Articles of Incorporation Revision: Karen gave the floor to Wendy to provide the 
background about two items that are in need of update:
1. The mention in Article I has been incorrectly describing registration as being under Article 

501(c)(3) status of the Federal Tax Code.  To properly reflect our type of non-profit 
organization this should be corrected to read:

    “… registered as a non-profit corporation under Article 501(c)(7) of the Federal Tax Code…”
2. Article X states that the term of existence of our club is until 2023.  To be consistent with 

records now filed with Washington state, the term should be corrected to read:
    “The Term of existence of this corporation shall be perpetual on State records.”

It was mentioned that the proposed revisions were included in the December newsletter to 
satisfy our requirement for notification.  Gayle McClane moved to approve proposed 
revisions as presented and Anne Webster seconded.  A vote was unanimous among 
members present and the motion passed with greater than a ⅔ majority.

Club Archives: Karen proposed that the club archives from the past 49 years, now only paper 
stored in bins in members homes, be scanned and accessible to anyone online.  The rationale 



is to convert these records into a convenient and usable form so they may easily serve the 
future interests of the club.  Also, the past efforts of the club should be honored and preserved 
with care.  This topic will be included in the proposed budget to be discussed in depth later in 
this meeting.

Alder Street & Wolf Road Maintenance:  The chairperson for this committee is Tim, and he 
provided a brief report.  He described that there are portions of these roads that are degrading 
from erosion with all the recent rain.  He plans to have gravel delivered in the coming month, 
and to spread it as necessary to make improvements.  He’s hoping to have this completed by 
the beginning of shrimping season.

Membership Directory:  John B. (membership committee chairperson) gave an update on the 
status of the club’s membership directory.  This was discussed at the September meeting, and 
on the most recent membership renewal form, people had the option of being included in the 
directory.  A large portion of renewing members chose to be included, and the first version of the 
directory will soon be distributed to those members by e-mail.  It was noted that we are 
operating with an honor system, and people are not to share the directory information beyond 
those people included in the directory.

Nominating Committee:  Karen described how a nominating committee could help to recruit 
volunteers for openings in board positions.  She also mentioned that descriptions on the 
responsibilities and benefits for the various positions have been written so as to better inform 
nominees about what to expect.  Dennis Schmitt volunteered to chair the nominating committee.

Dock Assessment: Karen described highlights from the recent inspection report prepared 
under contract by Nam Siu.  Many of the findings were based on him diving underneath the 
dock and taking pictures and video recordings.  His professional opinion is that with continued 
maintenance, and improvements to some items as noted, the basic dock structure will likely be 
good for another 40 or more years.  The relatively good condition of the CCC dock, that is 
already 40+ years old, is attributed to good maintenance in the past and a well protected harbor.
Maintenance recommendations:
a. Thick marine growth that has accumulated on the underside of all the floating portions of the 

dock is reducing buoyancy.  This material should be removed.
b. The concrete has many cracks, most of which are quite small.  These cracks make the 

underlying concrete more susceptible to damage and possible structural problems.  The 
cracks should be filled with a suitable sealant.  Note that this will require a permit from DNR.

c. Dangerous obstacles were found underwater that need to be removed.
d. Fouled vessels should be cleaned to reduce strain on the dock.
e. The fresh water supply hose should be rerouted to be above water.  Plan to install trip 

prevention guards where routed over finger piers.
f. Much of the wooden ramp and associated metal joints that leads to the dock will need 

replacement in the coming 5 years roughly.
g. Add piling guides to reduce wear on the existing 5 creosote pilings.
h. At some later time (perhaps as a future DNR requirement) we should encase our pilings in a 

fiberglass cylinder filled with cement.  This should better preserve the pilings and prevent 
creosote leaching into the water.

Karen noted that there are “best management practices” described by DNR that the club may 
want to incorporate so as to be well-positioned for our tidelands lease renewal next year.



Dock Improvements:  One of the ongoing improvements is the addition of an Emergency exit 
button.  Dennis described how this will allow someone on the dock to exit the pedestrian gate 
without a key.  Karen noted that the Coast Guard Auxiliary visitors highly recommended this and 
were happy to hear it is in work.

A new hose reel has been mounted on the dock, and also a new life ring mounted.

Hand rails and signage have been installed at the nearest moorage slip to better support folks 
with limited mobility.

Karen gave special appreciation to Joan Berringer for her many years of grounds maintenance 
work.  Also, Roland was thanked for arranging purchase of new, lighter tools for Joan’s use.  Tim 
was thanked for replacing the ramp to the storage shed to facilitate Joan’s use.  Roland pointed 
out that ANYONE is very welcome to help with transferring yard trimmings from the dock area to 
the pea patch compost.  Joan leaves the trimmings in plastic bags next to the shed.

Next year (2019) will be the 50th year of Churchill/Coyle Estates!  Karen took this approaching 
milestone as an opportunity to describe the club origins based on her review of club archive 
records.  In pondering the basic goals of the club, it seems apparent that the club’s true value is 
the membership.  Only by active participation of club members do benefits of membership 
occur, and this cycle of involvement and reward should be encouraged.  This led to an appeal 
for remotely accessible dock cameras that would add new benefits and possibly help incentivize 
new memberships.  Cameras that monitor the dock and Birch street would provide a convenient 
way to remotely see what’s going on.  They could also help to deter wrong-doing.

Low-profile Dock:  Karen described a proposal from Francine Rose for a low-profile dock (or 
movable barge) to simplify launching small boats from the dock.  Roland was asked to describe 
the added benefit that a portable barge could provide when it is towed beyond the harbor 
entrance to assist in emergency evacuations and delivery of supplies.  This would tie in with 
Roland’s recent efforts to develop official plans and training for airlift emergency operations.  A 
training meeting is planned for the end of April at Kenmore for such operations, and another 
event is being planned towards the end of summer at Coyle.  He also mentioned that feedback 
from pilots has been supportive of using our dock directly to bring seaplanes for airlifting 
emergencies.  This will be an ongoing topic for both our club and TEPC (Toandos Emergency 
Preparedness Committee).

2018 Budget Proposal: Karen talked through the numbers and category descriptions on the 
proposed budget.  Items that are most urgent include: float cleaning, concrete crack filling (and 
associated permitting).  Other special projects include: scanning of club archives, surveillance 
camera system, and low-profile dock/barge.  Basic recurring annual items (insurance, lease, 
utilities, Sanikan, etc.) had a 2017 budget amount of $10,000.  The proposed amount for 2018 
for same items is $11,005 to cover rate increases.  Proposed Dock Maintenance amount is 
$2,500 that is intended to cover ongoing wear and tear upkeep of the dock (similar to last year).  
The float cleaning item amount is $3,600 based on a bid from Nam Sui.  Concrete sealing is 
split between $2,000 for the work of sealing and permitting and another $1,200 for the sealant 
and hardware.  The proposed budget includes provisional items for: low-profile dock/barge 
$4,000, surveillance camera system $5,000, club records archival $1,000 and emergency 



preparedness $500.  There was lengthy discussion on the budget, mostly on how best to handle 
the provisional items.  

Wendy Stafford moved to approve the proposed budget, but amended by removing $4,000 for 
low-profile dock, $5,000 for security camera system, and $1,000 for scanning archives, for a 
total of  $22,405.  Anne Webster seconded the motion.  There was general support for the topics 
that were excluded from approval, and they can certainly be discussed in the future if firm 
research and cost estimates become available.  The motion was amended to also exclude (for 
now) approval for emergency preparedness funding.  A vote was called, and the motion 
passed unanimously.  Further details of the budget can be seen in the table appended at the 
end of these minutes.

Proposed Addition to Dock Rules: Karen read the motion originated by Paul Shelton at the 
Fall meeting as follows: “It is moved that all boats moored at the CCC dock must be operational 
and seaworthy. Boats not meeting this requirement by the judgment of the Board will not be 
granted membership or renewal.”  

The floor was passed to Paul who went on to amend this initial motion to be better suited for the 
general topic and still germane to the original motion.  Thus, Paul moved that the proposed new 
dock rule of his original motion be replaced in entirety with the following:

Vessel Compliance It is expected that all member vessels moored at our dock comply with 
certain operational standards, and that all CCC fees are current (see #4, Dock Membership 
Fees) and annual decals are attached visibly (see #6, Annual Decals). Additionally, all 
qualified vessels must display a current Washington state vessel registration and current 
Coast Guard certification.

Periodic inspections will be made to ensure compliance. To protect the marine environment 
and the physical condition of the dock, and to manage club insurance liability, the Board may 
apply any reasonable remedy allowed by Washington State law to ensure compliance. 
Standards include:
a. A vessel may not accumulate long-term growth of marine organisms on its hull.
b. A vessel must be securely moored to the dock with adequate lines.
c. A vessel may not emit a gasoline odor, or create an oil sheen on the water.
d. A vessel may not be moored or filling with water which stresses dock cleats or finger pier 
attachments.
e. As needed, a vessel must have operable pumps, and not list or show any signs of sinking.

The Board, in its discretion, may send a Notice of Offending Condition to the owner of any 
vessel in violation moored at the dock, along with a request to remedy the offending 
condition within 90 days. This is the “remediation period”. If the remediation period passes 
without compliance, the Board, in its sole discretion, may choose to revoke the CCC dock 
membership of the vessel owner, and require that the offending vessel be removed from 
moorage within 15 days.

Vessels moored at the dock whose owners have no dock membership, or guest vessels 
without authorization, shall be subject to removal at owner’s expense, and/or subject to any 
of the remedies available in RCW law. Upon remediation, the vessel may be returned to the 
dock and dock membership reinstated.



(end of motion)

Paul went on to suggest this this proposed new dock rule could actually be a new section to the 
existing dock rules as opposed to “shoe-horning” it in among our existing rules.

Dennis Schmitt seconded Pauls new motion.  This opened the motion to discussion.  The 
members shared Paul’s position that the amended motion is germane to the original motion.  
Paul went on to advise with applying Robert’s rules in this situation of two related active 
motions.

John McClane moved, and Cherylann Schmitt seconded, to vacate Paul’s original motion.  This 
motion to vacate the original motion was voted on and passed unanimously.

At this point the new motion stands alone for further discussion.  Karen suggested amendment 
of the new motion as follows.  Replace the text:
“… remedy the offending condition within 90 days.”
with the revised text:
“… remedy the offending condition within 90 days, or less if a hazardous condition is noted.”
There was discussion about this, and members argued that hazardous conditions that need 
immediate attention are adequately covered elsewhere in our existing dock rules.  There was 
further discussion about the use of “may” in the new rule as opposed to “shall” which is often 
viewed as a stronger condition.  There was consensus to keep with “may” since it allows more 
discretion for the board to deal with specific situations.  At the end of discussion, no 
amendments to Paul’s new motion (as stated above) were applied.  The motion was brought to 
a vote, and there was a clear majority approval (a simple majority is sufficient for passage).

Karen gave thanks to everyone for their participation, and moved to an open forum.

Paul commended Karen for doing a wonderful job on leading the meeting, and the meeting 
concluded at approximately 3:20 PM. 



FY 2018 Budget 

Overhead Approved

Corp registration $10

Insurance $2,600

Bond $100

Tidelands Lease $2,800

Utilities: Power $450

Utilities: Water $350

Sanikan $1,200

Dock/Birch St upkeep $1,400

Postage, printing $400

Brd discretionary $1,000

Membership Committee $550

Website Maint $145

Sub-total $11,005

Special Projects

Dock / Ramp $2,500

Maintenance: Dock Cleaning $3,600

Maintenance: Crack sealing (including permit) $2,000

Maintenance:Sealant and Hardware $1,200

Hose covers and trip prevention strips $400

ADA handrails $400

Maintenance: Wolf & Alder $1,000

Signage $300

Low Profile Dock Extension ($4,000) -

Security and Observation Camera System ($5,000) -

CCC Records Archival ($1,000) -

Emergency Preparedness ($1,000) -

Sub-total $11,400

Total $22,405


